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Abstract
The research focuses on the analysis of critical discourse imported in Sindhi language Eighth
class book of Sindh text Board. The study shows that the content and format of school text books
are sites of educational and political conflicts. The study builds a critique on information and its
treatment on that information in the text books to establish ideological stand of the state. In doing
so, the outcomes are critic al on material of textbooks carry and the impact on building social
discourse of such curriculum. The research argues s that text books support the ideologies of
hegemonic class and students are taught with the discourse which is prescribed by some powerful
groups to maintain status quo. The researcher’s awareness for the indicated ideologies and
discourse are examined with the help Norman Fairclough model of ‘Text Analysis’ (Fairclough:
1989). He claims: ‘ideologies reside in texts’ and ‘texts are open to diverse interpretations.

Key Terms: Discourse, Discourse Analysis, CDA (Critical discourse analysis), Text and
ideology.

1. Introduction
The study critically attempts the analysis of the limiting beliefs and ideologies present in
the textbooks of Sindh province Pakistan. According to researchers, the content in the textbook
somewhat typical material that benefits the learners in the tribulations related to the specific
subject throughout their period of study. The textbooks are guide line. These books deliver
precise information associated with the subject and matter of particular topic. Aziz (1993) said
that schoolbooks are the chief employ of education at the school. Therefore, text book is not
simply a text to transmit knowledge rather it is a document that transmits specific programs
and decipher meanings among the readers. If the school books are only the source of measuring
the students’ level of knowledge and awareness, then these school books must critically
attempt the social issues. Researchers’ persistence also is to find out answers that what type of
substantial our school books transmit? Do the lessons in text books educate our generation
about social practices?
Apple (1993) said: ‘the mode schooling acts in the economic sector of a society to
replicate important facets of inequality; we require to learn the key spheres in which education
functions. There is not only seem to be the economic property but representative property,
Cultural principal which schools reserve and distribute’ (pg, 03). Education as a Knowledge,
that an individual acquires while going through a particular subject is manipulative.
For the persistence of analysis, the researchers have picked 08 class Sindhi language textbook
for critical discourse analysis. Here, we are using Fairclough’s model. According to him,
"language is an implied portion of the social order, a procedure of societal exercise and
socially trained process". (Fairclough, 1989)
1.1 Discourse and Discourse Analysis
The term Discourse and Discourse analysis have different definitions for the Scholars.
For the discourse generally defines as anything “longer than the sentence” (Schiffin, Tannen
and Hamilton, 2001) Whereas Discourse analysis Jaworski and Coupland (1999: 1-3)
comprises ten definitions those advanced totaled up into three sorts. Analysis of 1) anything
beyond the sentence. 2) Language Use. 3) A wider variety of social practice that contains
nonlinguistic and generic examples of language. Discourse as a fragment of script, I follow

Fairclough (1989) definition of discourse analysis for school text book as: ‘I shall use
discourse to mention the entire sequence of social interface of which a text is fair a part’
(Fairclough 1989:
24).
1.2. Critical Discourse Analysis (CDA)
Horvath (2014-15) cited Dijk (1993b: 131) as: ‘Critical Discourse Analysis (CDA) is
apparently not an analogous model, nor a universal or a common outlined framework, but at
most a collective viewpoint on linguistic, semiotic or discourse analysis’. Here, Discourse
analysis is about the lawful control which displays association among discourse and ideology
(a set of principles, attitudes and behaviors that establish a viewpoint on the world). It analyses
on the social prejudice and expounds the truth of societal and dogmatic build up. Fairclough
(1993:
135) notices CDA as ‘discourse analysis which purposes to analytically discover often dense
associations of causality and fortitude among (a) broad exercise, measures and texts, and (b)
wider societal and cultural constructions, relations and processes; to examine that how such
practices, events and texts arise out of and are ideologically shaped by relations of power and
fights over power; and to sightsee the denseness of these affairs among discourse and society
is itself an influence securing power and hegemony’.
1.3.

Text and Ideology

Ideology refers to the ‘representations of aspects of the world which can be shown to
contribute for establishing, maintaining and changing social relations of power, domination
and exploitation’ (Sikka.T, 2006 Cited Fairclough, 2003). For the discourse analysis, the
researchers follow definition of text and ideology grounded on different opinions of linguist
like Van Dijk (2006) said:
“ideologies do not indicate the personal principles; they even are not only
disempowering'; they do not revolve around `untrue responsiveness'; they are
not inevitably leading, but it can be confrontation and disagreement. They have
cognition. Primarily, ideologies establish the societal depiction split by the
members of (ideological) clusters.

Ideology can be provided false theories about certainty (Wodak, 2007). Mannhein (1929) has
an attempt to relate ideology with certain ways of thinking. Where, ‘Manuscript is a
humanreadable classification of characters and the words’ (Rouse. M, 2005). Manuscript is
not out of the language infra-structure; it is one of the written arrangements and language use.
Language in manuscript is used as ‘a power construction, as an indicator of social and
therefore, political situations, as a tool for or against enlightenment, for or against democracy,
for or against human rights’ (see Wodak, 2007, cited Pelinka for language and ideology).

2. REAZON OF SELECTING TEXTBOOK
As Xiong. Tao and Qian. Y (2012) has quoted about the critical Discourse Analysis that is
to be analyzed as a technical style of Societal devoted attitudes in somewhat the description
and amplification of manuscript. Consequently, specific motive to choose a textbook of Sindhi
language for critical discourse analysis has twofold meanings. First, a text is not merely a
handbook or a guideline for the students in their academic career. It is a balancing twofold
format. Second, the study of "CDA of Sindhi language Eighth Class Book of Sindh Text
Board" reflects the course mere a crud form of literature. Some of the lessons like "Putlian jo
Tamasho" are merely a source of entertainment for the students and reflect ambiguous
meanings. What do the moral message these lessons reflect? Acc to one of the educationist
Aziz (1993):
"Textbook is a compulsory book that a student has to read, memorize
and reproduce in the examination if he/she is to pass. Teacher, in turn,
emphasize upon the authority of textbook by just reading its contents to
students, no critical understanding of the contents of the book is worked
upon".

(Aziz, 1993)
Moreover, the text books are more commercial rather than a pedagogical in sense. Harwood
(2005) cited M. Apple's statement as: "Rather than viewing the text solely as a pedagogical
tract, we need to realize, it is also an economic commodity to be traded in a competitive
marketplace".

3. SELECTION OF LESSONS FROM TEXTBOOK
For the purpose of the research, the lessons which are my intention of research are
given below: Sughar zaal
Putlian

jo

Tamasho

Pakistan ji Tehreek

4. THEORITICAL FRAMEWORK
Schooling integrates studies of various types of subjects. These all subjects are related with
different grounds but it does not teach how to practice that knowledge out of class boundaries.
The text books themselves lack lessons of praxis. Pennycook (2001) cited Simon who defines
praxis: ‘continuous impulsive addition of thought, longing and accomplishment sometimes
referred to as praxis’ (1992, p.49). Praxis is to be understood as your practice and knowledge
is one. It is a consciousness of bringing learnt lessons into social practices. We have taken text
as a part of discourse Analysis. What discourse is produced, interpreted and assumed through
textbooks and what themes dominate the texts is the focus of this research. Pennycook (2001)
defines discourse Analysis as: ‘It is a rehearsal that indicates a theory’ (p, 03).

5. FAIRCLOUGH MODEL OF DISCOURSE ANALYSIS
The model draws analysis of discourse based on portrayal of manuscript, association among
manuscript interaction, and explanation in social context. Fairclough arranged ten main
questions and sub-questions into categories of vocabulary, grammar, and textual structure for
analysis of present discourse. The purpose of questions and sub-questions into categories
specifies what to ask and what to know in the text? Furthermore, Fairclough (1989)
distinguishes the questions and sub-questions into three values. These are the experiential,
relational, and expressive. Fairclough (1989) defines these values as:” Experiential value is a
trace and a cue to the way in which the text producer’s experience of the natural or social world
is represented. And relational value is a trace or cue to the social relationships that are enacted
via the text in the discourse. Whereby, expressive value is a trace and it is cue to the producer’s
evaluation” (p, 112). Specifically, experiential value concerned with beliefs and knowledge of

the content. Relational values help to analyze text and its social relations where expressive
value undergoes the discourse of social identities.
The researchers’ intent of taking Fairclough Model for the critical and relative study of the
Sindhi eighth class text book. Where the structural and contextual interpretation of language
are examined, the reader psychology and the author’s intention of writing and use of language,
to divert the minds of readers to take things as they are given to them in the context of reality,
the uses of Euphemisms in language. Furthermore, the focus will be to find out fact inside the
choice of topics into lessons of the book that what they teach to the students of eight class. The
tags, titles and textual structure are one of the features of style in language.

6. ANALYSIS OF TEXT
Text analysis is a part of discourse analysis. According to Fairclough (1989), "discourse
mentions complete process of social collaboration and text is mere a device to imitate that
social collaboration in the plan of invention". Therefore, a text itself is a process of social
interaction.
The text analysis is discussed below.
6.1. Experiential, Relational and Expressive Values in the Text
The terms experiential, relational and expressive values are determined by Fairclough
(1989) in any text in order to analyze the hidden discourse. The words, grammar and the use
of metaphors can show the experiential, relational and expressive values in the text. This
analysis is based on the lexical, grammatical and metaphorical values in the text.

6.1.1. Experiential values of words in Sughar Zaal lesson
‘Ideological representation between texts and their representation of the world are coded in
their vocabulary’ (Fairclough, 1989). One can analyze the ideological framework by analyzing the

Experiential values in words/ vocabulary. What do titles of the lessons interpret? The following
line is a part of lesson ‘Sughar zaal’ and quote the definition of the title.

TEXT
Translation: “if fortunately, any home has Sughar Zaal (serving woman) then it will the
luckiest one. It seems that home is blessed. She is bea uty and act like an ornament for home.
She is always busy to keep home clean and neat”.
(APPENDIX: B: 1)
CRITICAT DISCOURSE ANALYSIS
The use of registers “fortunately”, “Sughar Zaal”, “A blessed home” and ‘Luckiest one’ in the
text emphases readers the importance of being Sughar Zaal and to realizes the feeling of
inferiority that not all ladies are ‘Sughar zaal’. The word can be interpreted as a Perfect,
multitalented, serving or all-rounder woman in house hold cores.

According to the

researchers: the words by author in the text gives positive connotative meanings to the readers
but they have hidden discourse like ‘Beauty’, ‘Ornament’ determine woman is a part of one
of the luxurious goods so she need to act like them. In this way she will be a Sughar Zaal.
However, the comparison of woman with ‘Ornament’ and a ‘carrier of beauty’ show
limitations for woman to behave and act according to author’s perceptions. The use of
vocabulary of ‘Neat and clean’ creates an ideological framework for woman and ultimately
emphasis a lady needs to be busy in household work.
6.1.2. Expressive values of words in Sughar Zaal lesson
The expressive value determines where does negative meaning represents the positive use
in text? There are number of places where writer ‘s negative impressions describes the
euphemistic approach i.e.; the expressions are hidden. Following lines are analysed from the
expressive point of view.

TEXT
Translation: Nobody can compete Sughar Zaal (serving wife) in cooking.

Translation: The body of Sughar zaal (serving wife) is habitual of household work and
labor . (APPPENDIX: B; 2)

CRITICAL DISCOURSE ANALYSIS
According to Widdowson (2007: 6) “Texts are produced to express ideas and beliefs or to make
people think in a certain way or to get other people do certain things”. Similarly, the above text for
the woman is produced to make other people think in one way i.e., in writer’s way of thought. The
expressions of words like ‘Nobody can compete Sughar Zaal in cooking’ and she is Habitual of
household work and labor’ narrates emphasis on cooking and household works along with
euphemistic use for women indicates that her only task is to become expert in the field of cooking
and household works. She needs to make her body flexible for the household work. Moreover, she
needs to be sensible about maintenance of the family members and their lives. In specific, the use
of such words in the text convey message that Sughr zaal is perfect and ideal state for woman. The
statements above represent the patriarchal society where woman is subordinated by man.
TEXT
Translation: She is always busy to keep home clean and neat.
(APPENDINX: B: 3)
CRITICAL DISCOURSE ANALYSIS
The different sentence structures and their meanings emphases the readers to know how to
be good and serving ladies? It is one of the euphemistic uses of language in text by writer that
hides the discourse generated in readers’ mind. If we create the alternative meaning of the
same sentences the lump sum will be like: “All women need to be serving by nature. They
need to be beautiful and bounded to their homes”. Writer wants to teach the readers that women
are born or bound to work for their families (husbands and their children).
Author has created a discourse for woman as she is another entity, not the part of society.
Author has created limitations for women (Sughar Zaal). The statement has hidden meaning

in them. The text book teaches our generation the lesson of Gender difference. Eckert (2002)
said:
‘The baby when grown up, she/he learns the gender difference from the environment.
Similarly, she further said that people are having gender discrimination cultured from society
from the time we born, it is not naturally, discriminated to do certain task and not do other.
The gender discrimination is present in human talk, comedy, and fight and it can be seen into
explaining of everything including driving styles, of eating food and preferring things. ‘Gender
discrimination can be seen so deeply that it depicts the institutions’ systems, our associations,
our way of living and our desires, and it seems to be wholly accepted” (Eckert 2002).

6.1.3. Experiential Values of Use of Grammar in Pakistan ji Tehreek
The experiential value of words represents happenings or relationships in the world (Fairclough,
1989). The use tenses and happenings in the lesson Putilian jo tamasho and Pakistan ji Tehreek
determines the social actions of dominant characters and power ruling implicitly.
TEXT

Translation: 14 August is one of the great days when our beloved country Pakistan came into
being.
(APPENDIX A: 1)
TEXT ANALYSIS

The word 14 August a great day show experiential value i.e., ideologically contested value
and a belief of one nation (Pakistan). Author has imposed his efforts on the importance of 14
August day. It reflects strong personal persuasion of author want readers to know not only the
importance of the day but also to feel it by themselves. The discourse is of ‘patriotism’ for
country Pakistan. The teaching of love for their own nation among students of eighth class
simultaneously keeps it in the agenda of teaching of love for one nation. Such ideological
messages create the discriminations among the readers because Pakistan is the multicultural c
country where people of different creed and cast dwell. According to Rehman (2002) ‘The

nationalist lessons are about the Muslim leaders of the Pakistan Movement itself and about
Pakistan.
TEXT

Translation: Before the British, these were Muslims who ruled sub- continent for hundreds
of Years.
Translation: British always afraid of Muslims because they achieve regime of sub- continent
from Muslim
(APPENDIX A: 2)
CRITICAL DISCOURSE ANALYSIS
Author has used the sentences in past categories in order to realize the readers about the
Muslims dominancy and character of Muslims leadership that ‘Before the British, these were
Muslims who ruled sub- continent for hundreds of years. The text is for Muslims therefore, it
is justification for the Muslims that although they have lost power but they were ruling nation.
It is also the justification for the creation of Pakistan. Even though, the sentences misinterpret
the history. British were not afraid of Muslims neither Muslims were the only powerful and
ruling nation in all sub-continent before the British Empire. ‘The Mughal Empire lost their
regime due three reasons. Number one is, due to their royal conflicts between the Aurangzeb
sons. They fought with each other for the gain of power after the death of their Father
(Aurangzeb). Second The States of sub-continent gained independent powers. Third,
Aurangzeb was fighting with the Maratha (A peasant warrior group from Daccan). Moreover,
when British came in India, there were already three other groups of invaders in sub-continent
i.e., the French, Dutch and Portuguese. They have their roots of power in sub-continent. (See
A book of history today By Teresa Crompton).
The use of words Muslims in the lesson Pakistan ji Tehreek at different place has
twofold meanings. First, The Pakistan is the country of Muslims Second; the struggle was
of Muslims for the rights of Muslims to have their own country. The expression in Word
Muslims has hidden discourse of teaching of Ismlamization to the students of eight classes.
6.1.4. Experiential and relational values of words in Lesson Putlian jo Tamasho

TEXT
Translation: we saw puppet show at Gulan’s home yesterday night. Firstly, the princess came
and sat on the cart then the prince came behind her. Both became busy in gossips with each
other.
(APPENDIX A: 3)
CRITICAL DISCOURSE ANALYSIS
The words like Putlian jo Tamasho (puppet show), (Princess) and Prince build the
ideological framework and traditional life style of people in their similar context (i.e., belongs
to readers context). Putilun word is used for humans/people and tamasho (show) represents
how people act in their daily life style. The words rani for woman and rano for man connotes
that how man assumes her wife and behaves with her at night. The line focus on the issues
related to women that caused women extinction in society. Virginia Woolf (1929) said that in
the world of poetry women is given a sublime/ lofty status: she is considered the fragrance of
flowers, mirror of goodness where the world starts and ends with her but in truth, things are
not so. In real world, she is the root of all wrongs; every bad thing is caused due to her.
Moreover, the use of pronoun
‘we’ address the readers to feel like the part of that show. It is more like euphemistic use of
words so that the writer can hide his negative use idea in sugar coated words.
What do Expressive Value of words Show?
Author writes: ‘we saw a show of puppets at the courtyard of Gulan’s home’. The past tense
shows the event done. It represents that the readers were also the part in the event or act. It implicitly
addresses the human acts and their daily life style as he continues further with the use of present
tense. The show is about the prince and princess and their gossips for each other. However, what
the author wants to impose is critical. The Lesson Putlian Jo Tamasho represents feudalistic society
and convey negative message that we can have war for senseless reasons.

8. The Hidden Discourse in the Lessons
The topic describes the hidden discourses in selected lessons for the text Analysis. The
Sughar zaal lesson propagate male dominancy and gender inequality that how women have to
behave in society? Similarly, The Pakistan ji Tehreek teaches the lessons of islamization.

According to the researchers, the poem Putlian Jo Tamasho does not carry any comprehensive
message for the readers/ students. The word Tamasho is giving negative meaning or a bias message
like Putlian jo Tamasho in English cannot be interpreted as puppets show. However, the word
Tamasho is ambiguous.

9. CONCLUSION
In discourse analysis, we study longer interpretation of different sides of society in language.

Discourses are shaped to uphold of presiding class. The purpose of discourse analysis is to find out
facts social infra structure. Specifically, discourse is in negotiations of common people who talk
on everyday issues. and it is also present in manuscripts of writers. Discourse is the lump of
conventions that crease the realism with definite settings of state-run. Dominant part of society
does not permit the mass to reason the matters. The reasoning habit of audience or public can
challenge the settings of state-run. For instance: the text book which is of my purpose of study
reflects that how discourse is taught to our generation (students) in schools specifically,
government schools. They are not rationalized/ updated with logical concepts. The research
expounds the responses of questions, what does the note any teacher bring for the lesson in Sindhi
book "Putlian jo Tamasho" (i.e., other lessons like such) during class? And what do our young
generation learn the knowledge from the lessons (i.e., “Putlian Jo Tamasho, SugharZaal) while

taking their sindhi subject classes? The lessons reflect the ideology of hegemonic class. It
makes our generation (pupils) mere copied cliques. We should teach Sindhi literature in
practical form as it vast and have many dialects. Furthermore, it is the language of their own
values. The text book can absorb the current issues, the modern world and history. My study
might fulfill the requirements of the topic of research. It might not be fully evident research
material. Researcher wants to point out; there is a need to revise the Whole text books and the
material present inside.
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